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fashion
forward
ride in style.
simply
safe.
#BobikeStyle

2019

We move through life by bike.
We use our bikes to drop off the kids
at school, to ride to work, to meet up with
friends, to go out for dinner or drinks,
or to exercise. And when you use a
product that often, we believe it should
look darn good. That’s why the Bobike
collection is continuously updated.
Our designers have a passion for fashion
and interior design. They closely follow
trends to make sure our safety seats
perfectly match with the bikes currently
in the market. This translates in the
colors we use and in the details you find
in our safety seats which makes them
unmistakably Bobike.
Share your adventure with us
#BobikeStyle

bobike

We proudly design products that are
stylish, comfortable and undeniably safe.

We love to see your style while enjoying
your Bobike safety seat(s).
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Bee nice. Bee safe.
Save bees.
The buzz on bees.
new color

Our love for fashion does not make us
superficial. On the contrary, we care about
a lot of things. So, when we created this new
Mighty Mustard color, we were not only
thinking about a new fashion color to color
the city, but also how we could make a do the
difference and help the world a little bit.

bobike

Bees play a crucial role in agriculture everywhere and
represent an irreplaceable link in the food production.
Bees help produce more than 30 percent of the world’s food.
Unfortunately, many industrial agricultural practices
endanger the livelihood of these pollinators. The rise of
large-scale monoculture crops including maize, wheat, and
rice, can decrease agricultural biodiversity worldwide.
Additionally, the use of pesticides and insecticides can kill
individual bees and colonies.*
Alarmed by this news and inspired by the color
of our new Bobike ONE in mighty mustard,
we decided to donate a part of the proceedings
of every mighty mustard seat sold
to an organization that helps preserve bees.**
But you can help as well! Create a little
bee-heaven in your garden by planting
blooming flowers and plants. Eat organic
and locally produced food whenever
possible. Use natural pesticides
and spread the buzz on bees.

*Facts and figures by foodtank.com
**Organizations may differ by location
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exclusive edition
urban grey
new color

Our Exclusive is
an international
favourite, and
now it comes in
a chic urban grey,
so you can continue
your ride in style.

bobike
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At Bobike, we live and breathe safety. It might not be the
coolest thing to do, but you’ll appreciate us for it. Quality control,
performance analysis and safety tests are the most important
parts of product development. Of course, we comply with all legal
requirements and meet the highest industry standards, but we don’t
stop there. We have built our own modern quality control center with
all the technology required to ensure that our products comply with
the standards imposed by regulatory bodies. But when we test,
we double the standard. It’s how we roll.

safety obsessed

bobike

double walled

We take safety seriously
We tell you as often as possible that our bicycle safety seats are made
out of double-walled sturdy plastic and that makes our seats extra
safe. But until you’ve experienced for yourself how
a Bobike seat can protect your baby, it’s just a story.
For Mariska the story became reality. She recently landed in a ditch with her bicycle.
At the time of the accident, she was transporting her youngest daughter in a Bobike Exclusive front
seat. Before they ended up in the water, they also hit a fence, on the side of the ditch. “The sturdy
Bobike seat saved my daughter”, Mariska told us. “The seat protected her from the fence, which
drilled through the outer part of the seat, but never touched my daughter. The belts kept her in her
seat instead of launching her and, because of the easy release system at the top, I could quickly get my
daughter out of the seat and push her onto dry land. I am so grateful!” Mariska continues.
Of course, Mariska and her daughter got a big scare out of the whole ordeal, as did we when she told
us her story. However, we are grateful that Mariska responded so adequately and that the Bobike
seat lived up to its expectations.

Bobike bicycle safety seats are designed to transport
your most precious cargo (and an occasional office bag).
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stiftung warentest
gives a gut to bobike one
At Bobike, we live and breathe safety. Besides clever Dutch
design, comfort, and ease of use, Bobike uses a unique
double-walled design for all safety seats to ensure
optimum protection. This was one of the highly appreciated
features by the Stiftung Warentest.
The independent German Consumer Organization and Foundation - Stiftung Warentest performed a detailed test and analysis on several bicycle seats in the market.
Bobike ONE 1P&E-BD was one of the models that got tested and passed the test with
flying colors. This resulted in the highly respected GUT label award.
This means that the Bobike ONE 1P&E-BD model achieved high scores in Stiftung Warentest’s
main categories safety, comfort, functionality, usability,
durability and chemical tests.
The tests performed were more than just an extreme reproduction of the tests performed by
the EN14344 standard (European safety standard for bicycle seats). Among the tests were
reproductions of daily usage by actual people using the safety seat to tackle daily city commutes.
So, not only did the Bobike One pass all the mechanical and chemical
tests, but it also conquered the hearts of the mums and dads and,
of course, the little ones that participated in the trial.
The safety of our seats is our number one priority and, receiving
the highest scores in safety, usage and functionality categories,
just motivates us to keep up the good work and continue making
one of the safest and most reliable seats in the market.

GUT (2,3)
Ausgabe
3/2018

18JH51

#ShareYourMoments

Bobike, the fashionable
way to create the best
memories

Inspired by iconic items
that influence modern
technology and our lives.
Icons you see every day,
everywhere,
just like our seats.

bobike

Share your
moments
with us
#BobikeMemories
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how to choose my seat
my baby is

< 15 kg

my child is

9 months to 3 years

< 22 kg

I need a...

my kid is

1 to 5 years

< 35 kg

I need to choose between a…

5 to 10 years

i need a…

or
FRONT
SEAT

REAR SEAT
FOR CARRIERS

to place it on

STANDARD STEERER
Ø22 to 32 mm

STEERER
MTB 1/1”8

REAR SEAT
FOR FRAMES

REAR SEAT
FOR FRAMES

to place it on

to place it on

to place it on

120 to 175 mm
120 to 185 mm
27 kg = ok

SEAT TUBE
Ø28 to 40 mm

SEAT TUBE
Ø28 to 50 mm

120 to 185 mm

one mini + windscreen - page 29

exclusive edition mini + windscreen - page 43

bobike GO® carriers - page 20

bobike GO® frames - page 22

one maxi E-BD - page 35

one maxi 1P & E-BD - page 35

exclusive maxi/edition tour E-BD - page 49

exclusive maxi/edition tour 1P & E-BD - page 53

CLASSIC junior - page 61

Show Your
True Colors
As the great miss Lauper sang back in the eighties; “I see your
true colors and that’s why I love you. Don’t be afraid to let
them show, true colors are beautiful”.
Throwback to the eighties, when we still had time
for ice cream runs.
Choose your flavor, pick your color
and let´s GO!
The Bobike GO is specifically designed
for the international market where
separate bicycle paths are not the norm.
Now, people all over the world can
enjoy the sleek and stylish Dutch
design integrated into an increased
protective expanded shell. The GO
is an easy to use safety seat that
is perfect for a versatile family
that is ready to tackle
the daily commute.

#GoOnAdventures
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#ShowYourTrueColors
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carriers

rear bicycle safety seat for carriers

The Bobike GO has a sleek and stylish Dutch design, featuring an increased protective shell around
the head. Just like the other Bobike seats, the GO features a double-walled shell for extra safety.
The carrier mounting system is completely integrated into the seat and fits on rear racks ranging
from 120 to 185 mm, with tube diameters from 10 to 16 mm. No tools are needed to mount the seat
to your bike. The Bobike GO is available in 5 mouth-watering pastel shades and has a user-friendly
mounting system. The Bobike GO is TUV approved and meets the EN 14344 safety standard.

ALLEEN VOOR
DRAGERS

For bikes equipped with luggage carrier
27 kg max.

120 to 185 mm

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Back safety reflector for extra child safety.
Improved, sturdy, one-handed Easy-Click buckle.
Large feet protection, preventing contact with the wheel.
Extra security frame belt.
Carrier mounting system compatible with carriers,
in accordance with ISO 11243.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
3-points adjustable safety belt.
Bobike GO® is supplied fully assembled and can, therefore,
be used straight out of the box. The seat can also be moved back
and forth to be adjusted according to any carrier and child size.
No tools needed to assemble the seat to the bicycle.
Waterproof and shock absorbing cushion.

design
Sleek and stylish Dutch design integrated
with an increased protective expanded shell.
Expanded lateral protection
Carrier mounting system integrated on the seat 
– no tools needed to assemble.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

9 to 22kg

9 months to 5 years

e-bike fitting

Ø 10 to 16 mm
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lemon sorbet / 8012300001

vanilla cup cake / 8012300002

marshmallow mint / 8012300003

cotton candy pink / 8012300004

macaron grey / 8012300005

product weight
3215 g / 7,09 lb

product dimensions
864 x 408 x 273 mm

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
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frames

rear bicycle safety seat for frames
This Frame Mounting System it’s recent in the Bobike range. It features a safety holder with green
indicators that will pop up, providing a visual sign so that you can check if the seat is properly
installed. Besides that, this system allows you to move the seat backward and forward in 3 positions,
according to child and bicycle size. Fits frames from Ø28 to 40 mm. Requires 105mm mounting
space on the saddle tube to be installed. Fits round and oval tubes and was designed
to accommodate the brake cable, preventing it from being pinched.

Frames: for round and oval tubes.

Ø 28 to 40 mm

ALLEEN VOOR
FRAME

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Back safety reflector for extra child safety.
Improved, sturdy, one-handed Easy-Click buckle.
Large feet protection, preventing contact with the wheel.
Extra security frame belt.
Green indicators appear when the seat is correctly installed.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
3-points adjustable safety belt.
The Frame Mounting System allows moving
the seat back and forth in 3 positions, 
according to child and bicycle size.
Mounting Kit for assembling the seat included
– no need for extra tools
Fits bicycles with and without carriers.
Waterproof and shock absorbing cushion.

design
Sleek and stylish Dutch design, integrated
with an increased protective expanded shell.
Expanded lateral protection
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

9 to 22kg

9 months to 5 years

e-bike fitting

nº 5 included

105 mm
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marshmallow mint / 8012400003

cotton candy pink / 8012400004

vanilla cup cake / 8012400002

lemon sorbet / 8012400001

macaron grey / 8012400005

product weight
4470 g / 9,85 lb

product dimensions
864 x 408 x 273 mm

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
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GO accessories and spare parts
Rain Cover

Protect your Bobike safety seat against rain, snow or hail with a rain cover
that fits your Bobike GO® seat.
Ref. 8015300048

Safety Frame Holder

The ideal spare part if you want to use the Bobike GO® on two different bicycles.
Ideal for commuting. Fits frames from Ø28 to 40 mm. Requires 105mm mounting
space on the saddle tube to be installed. Fits round and oval tubes, and was designed
to accommodate the brake cable, preventing it from being pinched. Inside, a rubber
pad will also prevent the frame from getting damaged. Tools included.
Ref. 8015300194

Footrests

Replacement footrests for the Bobike GO®. Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300175

Safety Belt

Replacement safety belt for the Bobike GO®. One-handed safety buckle included.
No tools needed.
Ref. 8015300195

Cushion

Replacement cushion for the Bobike Go® waterproof soft cushion.
Ref. 8015300196
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#BobikeMemories
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one

#LetsTalk

one
Let’s Talk
From old school phones to smart phones.
Modern technology got us hooked to our screens. We go nowhere
without our smartphones. Try to get away from your phone for a
while and enjoy your baby’s view of the world during a bike ride.
Then, get your phone out again to capture the big smiles
on your faces.

The Bobike ONE is a fashionable
safety seat that is always right on trend.
New colors are launched regularly.
Its compact design lets you manoeuvre
through the city with ease,
and the double-walled shell
of the seat ensures your
baby’s safety. The Bobike ONE
is TUV approved and meets
the EN 14344 safety standard.

#OneForTheCity
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one mini
front bicycle safety seat

The Bobike ONE Mini is a bicycle safety seat that can be mounted on the front of your bike
and is suitable for children from approximately 9 months to 3 years of age, or a maximum
body weight of 15 kg. Mounting material for smaller and wider steering tubes is included.
We have an adapter available for mounting the seat on a bicycle equipped with an A-headset.

Fits round and oval head tubes.

35 mm

VOORZITJE

safety
Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Improved, sturdy easy-click buckle.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort
Comfortable, waterproof and shock absorbing
EVA cushion.
Soft and comfortable shoulder pads.
2-point adjustable seatbelt.
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
Assembly key included.

design
The mounting block is suitable for either s maller or larger
diameter tubes.
A matching windscreen is available.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

9 to 15 kg

9 months to 3 years

standard Ø 22 to 32 mm MTB 1 1/8”

nº 5 included

e-bike fitting

Ø 22 to 32 mm MTB 1 1/8”
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mighty mustard
new color Bee Nice. Save Bees.

*for each mighty mustard seat sold,
a part of the proceedings will
be donated to an organization
that saves bees.

mighty mustard / 8012000010
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one

coffee brown / 8012000012

bahama blue / 8012000009

urban black / 8012000001

chocolate brown / 8012000004

product weight
2705 g / 5,96 lb
(mounting kit included)

snow white / 8012000002

urban grey / 8012000003

product dimensions
60 x 320 x 220 mm

olive green / 8012000008

strawberry red / 8012000006

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
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one+ windscreen
to match your bobike one mini seat
the protective one

The Bobike ONE windscreen is made out
of a sturdy, shock proof and fully transparent
material. Its eye-catching design shape
and color accent perfectly match your
Bobike ONE mini safety seat. The screen
is installed and removed in no time at all.
You mount the Bobike ONE windscreen
directly in the mounting bracket of y our Bobike
mini. The windscreen can also be used in
combination with the Bobike A-head adapter.

design
Extended polycarbonate screen.
Adjustable positioning in 1 point.
Available colors to match the Bobike ONE Mini.
Note: Holder and tools not included.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

olive green / 8015500008

mighty
mustard
new color

mighty mustard / 8015500010

bahama blue / 8015500009

coffee brown / 8015500012

strawberry red / 8015500006

urban grey / 8015500003

snow white / 8015500002

urban black / 8015500001

chocolate brown / 8015500004

product weight
912 g / 2,0 lb

product dimensions
565 x 390 mm

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
Master box contains 4 windscreens.

one

one mini accessories and spare parts
Handlebar With Support Roll

Some kids like to participate while riding with you on the bike. The Bobike handlebar
lets them pretend they’re steering too. And when they’re exhausted, the support roll
is there to catch them when they fall asleep. The handlebar with support roll fits Bobike
ONE mini seats and does not interfere with the placement of a windscreen.
Ref. 8015300165

Rain Cover mini

 rotect your Bobike safety seat against rain, snow or hail, with a rain cover that fits your
P
Bobike ONE mini seat. The rain cover comes in a nice travel case, so it’s really easy to
store and carry with you.
Ref. 8015300044

A-Head Adaptor

With this bracket you can easily mount a Bobike safety seat on a bike with A-headset.
An adjustable stem remains usable and the display or controller of an electric bike can
also stay in place. The required installation space is only 4mm.
Ref. 8015300139

Mini Combination Lock

Extra security and protection for your Bobike ONE mini seat. The Bobike lock you
already know from the Bobike ONE maxi is now available in a mini version to provide
additional security for your front safety seat.

new model

Ref. 8015300205

Universal Bracket

This mounting bracket, is already included when you purchase a Bobike mini seat. If you want an

additional bracket or need a replacement, this is the spare part you need. This bracket fits standard
steering tubes Ø 22 to 32 mm and MTB bikes steering tubes: 1-1/8”. Meets EN14344 safety standard
The measurements of the universal bracket are: 10 x 8 x 3,5 cm or 3,94 x 3,15 x 1,38” (W x D x H).
Ref. 8015300043

Footrests

Replacement footrests for the Bobike ONE mini.
Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300146

WindscreenAttachment Bar

Replacement windscreen attachment bar for your Bobike ONE+ windscreen. The bar
fits in the same assembly block that is used to mount the seat.
Ref. 8015300021
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one

one maxi

rear bicycle safety seat for frameand carrier mount
The Bobike ONE maxi is a trendy, compact safety seat that lets you manoeuvre through the city
with ease and a lot of style. The ONE maxi mounts to the back of your bike and is suitable for
children from approximately 9 months to 5 years of age, and with a maximum body weight of 22 kg.
The independent German Consumer Organization and Foundation - Stiftung Warentest performed a detailed test and analysis on several bicycle seats in the market.
Bobike ONE 1P&E-BD was one of the models that got tested and passed the test with flying colors.
This resulted in the highly respected GUT label award.

For bikes equipped with luggage carrier
27 kg max.
VOOR DRAGERS
(E-BD) SYSTEEM

120 to 175 mm

Ø 10 to 16 mm

safety

Unique reinforced double-walled seat for extra safety.
Back reflector for extra child safety.
Improved, sturdy Easy-Click buckle.
Safety combination lock included.
E-BD mounting system compatible with carriers
in accordance with ISO 11243.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort

Comfortable, waterproof soft cushion.
Soft and comfortable shoulder pads.
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
Easy to adjust safety belt.
Assembly key included.

design

EASY mounting system for quick installation and to easily
place the seat on a second bike.
One System fits all: fit your seat either on frames or carriers
(special feature for 1P&E-BD).
Cool, up to date colors, matching the lastest trends.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.
Awarded with Good Industrial Design in 2015.
Awarded with the Gut Label by Siftung warentest (2,3).

9 to 22kg

nº 5 included

9 months to 5 years

combination lock included

e-bike fitting

Frames: for round tubes.
Carriers: from 120 to 175mm wide, and 27 kg max.
VOOR FRAMES
EN DRAGERS
(1P&E-BD)

Ø 28 to 40 mm

80 mm
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GUT (2,3)
Ausgabe
3/2018

18JH51

bahama blue (1P&E-BD) / 8012200009

bahama blue (E-BD) / 8012100009
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one

*for each mighty mustard seat sold,
a part of the proceedings will
be donated to an organization
that saves bees.

mighty mustard (1P&E-BD) / 8012200010
mighty mustard (E-BD) / 8012100010

olive green (E-BD) / 8012100008
olive green (1P&E-BD) / 8012200008

coffee brown (E-BD) / 8012100012
coffee brown (1P&E-BD) / 8012200012

urban black (E-BD) / 8012100001
urban black (1P&E-BD) / 8012200001

snow white (E-BD) / 8012100002
snow white (1P&E-BD) / 8012200002

chocolate brown (E-BD) / 8012100004
chocolate brown (1P&E-BD) / 8012200004

urban grey (E-BD) / 8012100003
urban grey (1P&E-BD) / 8012200003

strawberry red (E-BD) / 8012100006
strawberry red (1P&E-BD) / 8012200006

product weight
EB-D - 3280 g / 7,23 lb
1P&E-BD - 5515 g / 12,16 lb
(mounting kit included)

product dimensions
760 x 400 x 380 mm

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
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CARRIER E-BD

FRAMES
AND CARRIERS
1P & E-BD

By choosing the One system fits all mounting system, you will get all
the necessary materials to assemble the seat on the frame or on the
carrier. How convenient! Simply safe.

one

one maxi accessories and spare parts

Rain Cover maxi

Protect your Bobike safety seat against rain, snow or hail, with a rain cover that fits your
Bobike maxi seat. The rain cover comes in a nice travel case, so it’s really easy to store
it and carry with you.
Ref. 8015300045

Maxi Combination Lock

 xtra security and protection for y our Bobike seat, now available as a spare part.
E
The numeric lock will provide additional security for your safety seat. Lenght - 65 cm.

new model

Ref. 8015300206

1P Mounting Set

For bikes without a carrier. If you want to mount a Bobike seat with EASY adjustment but
your bike does not have a carrier, or if your carrier is not compatible, the 1 Point Mounting
Set is your solution. You mount it on the saddle tube of your bike and it will fit frames with
round tubes with a diameter between Ø 28-40 mm and is suitable for 26”, 28” bikes. The 1
Point Mounting Set complies with theEN 14344 safety standards.

1P Mounting Set (Bar + Bracket)
Ref. 8015300145

1P Mounting Bar	
Ref. 8015300141

1P Mounting Bracket (tool included)
Ref. 8015300142

E-bike Luggage Carrier– EASY
Mounting System (E-BD)

Bobike’s EASY mounting system ensures super quick installation and makes it a breeze
to switch the seat between bikes. The EASY mounting system fits on carriers with a
width of 120 - 175mm and was especially designed to fit on e-bikes and regular bicycles.
The EASY mounting system complies with the EN 14344 safety standards.
Ref. 8015300053

Footrests

Replacement footrests for the Bobike ONE maxi.
Sold per set, including straps.
Ref. 8015300175
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exclusive

#WriteYourStory

exclusive
Write Your Story
The romance of an old-fashioned typewriter. Every touch on the
keys adds to the story. Putting in a new sheet of paper, changing
the ribbon… Imagine your life being your book and you are the
author. Every memory you make is a new chapter in your book.
Go on long rides and make lots of memories.
Write an amazing book.
We love being outdoors. We care about the environment
and enjoy going on longer trips. Whether it is to visit family
or just to enjoy the lovely weather and nature. The Bobike Exclusive
features a unique contoured safety belt system that closes in the back
of the seat. The system keeps your baby in an upright position,
even when they falls asleep. The small handlebar on the front seat lets
your baby actively participate. The Bobike Exclusive is TUV
approved and meets the EN 14344 safety standard.

#LovingTheOutdoors

exclusive
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exclusive edition mini
front bicycle safety seat
The Bobike Exclusive mini is the perfect choice for longer trips. The seat features a unique
contoured safety belt system that closes in the back of the seat. The system keeps your baby
in an upright position, even when they fall asleep. The small handlebar on the front seat lets your
baby actively participate. The Dutch Consumer Organization awarded it with the
Best Tested and Best Buy titles. The Bobike Exclusive mini is a bicycle safety seat that mounts
to the front of your bike and is suitable for children from approximately 9 months to 3 years
of age or a maximum body weight of 15 kg.

Fits round and oval head tubes.

35 mm

Ø22 to 32 mm & 1 1/8”

VOORZITJE

safety
Double-walled seat for extra safety.
Unique seatbelt system keeps your child in an upright position.
Body-wrapping design for extra child safety.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort
3 points adjustable seatbelt.
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
Easy to adjust safety belt.
Assembly key included.

design
The mounting block comes with two options for smaller and larger tubes.
The seat features a little handlebar letting kids actively participate in the ride.
Matching windscreen available – no further tools required.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.
Best tested by the Dutch Consumer Organization.
Awarded Best Buy by the Dutch Consumer Organization.

9 to 15 kg

9 months to 3 years

nº 5 included
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exclusive

urban
grey

new color

urban grey / 8011000020

new color

urban grey

exclusive

*
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sold as a spare part

cinnamon brown / 8011000018

safari chic / 8011000017

product weight
2500 g / 5,51 lb
(mounting kit included)

denim deluxe / 8011000019

product dimensions
600 x 290 x 250 mm

urban black / 8011000016

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.

exclusive

46

exclusive mini
windscreen
to match your bobike exclusive mini seat
The Exclusive windscreen features
a transparent, sturdy and shock-proof screen,
in combination with a hard plastic bottom
in a color to match your Exclusive seat.
The windscreen is installed and removed
in no time at all, and installation does not
require the use of any tools. You just click
it into t he handlebar on the safety seat.

safety
Sturdy transparent screen.
Impact resistant.

design

Mounting system fits the Bobike Exclusive
Mini Seat– no extra tools required.
Available in 5 colors to match the Exclusive
mini seat.
Polycarbonate Screen & Sturdy Flap
for optimized protection.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.
cinnamon brown / 8015200015

urban
grey

new color

urban grey / 8015200017

product weight
780 g / 1,73 lb

denim deluxe / 8015200016

product dimensions
635 x 400 mm

safari chic / 8015200014

urban black / 8015200013

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
Master box contains 7 windscreens.

exclusive

exclusive edition mini accessories and spare parts

Rain Cover mini

Protect your Bobike safety seat against rain, snow or hail, with a rain cover that fits your Bobike mini
seat. The rain cover comes in a nice travel case, so it’s really easy to store and carry with you.
Ref. 8015300045

Headrest

If you enjoy going on longer rides with your kids, add a headrest to the Exclusive Edition mini seat.
The headrest supports the weight of the head, letting small children enjoy longer rides in comfort. The
headrest also features a comfortable and washable cushion and is available in colors to match your seat.
Ref. 8015300105 (urban black) | 8015300147 (safari chic) | 8015300148 (cinnamon brown)
8015300149 (denim deluxe) | 8015300207 (urban grey)

A-Head Adaptor

With this bracket, you can easily mount a Bobike safety seat on a bike with A-headset. An
adjustable stem remains usable and the display or controller of an electric bike can also stay in
place. The required installation space is only 4mm.
Ref. 8015300139

Universal Bracket

This mounting bracket is already included when you purchase a Bobike mini seat. If you want an additional

bracket or need a replacement, this is the spare part you need. This bracket fits standard steering tubes Ø 22
to 32 mm and MTB bikes steering tubes: 1-1/8”. Meets EN14344 safety standard
The measurements of the universal bracket are: 10 x 8 x 3,5 cm or 3,94 x 3,15 x 1,38” (W x D x H).
Ref. 8015300043

Footrests + Footrests Straps

Replacement footrests for the Exclusive Edition. Only available in black.
Ref. Footrests 8015300117
Ref. Straps 8015300137

Cushion + Pin

Replacement cushion for the Exclusive edition mini. Easy to clean and waterproof and
available in colors to match your seat.
The cushion is only fastened in the back of the seat. The other hole is meant for drainage and
should remain open.
Ref. Cushion 8015300080 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300150 (safari chic)
8015300151 (cinnamon brown)8015300152 (denim deluxe)
Ref. Pin 8015300114

Shoulder Pad + Soft Cover

 he unique contoured belts are adjustable with one hand and keep your baby in an upright
T
position, even when they fall asleep.
Ref. Shoulder Pad 8015300115 (black) | 8015300160 (brown)

new model

Ref. Soft Cover 8015300203 (grey) - sold as a set

Handlebar + Handlebar Screw

The Exclusive edition mini features a little handlebar that lets kids actively participate.
Ref. Handlebar 8015300120
Ref. Screw 8015300121

Windscreen Attachment Bar

This bar attaches the Exclusive windscreen to the rear part of the handlebar of the Exclusive mini seat.
Ref. 8015300122 (black) | 8015300161 (off-white) | 8015300162 (denim deluxe)| 8015300208 (urban grey)
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exclusive
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exclusive maxi
rear bicycle safety seat for frame and carrier mount
The Bobike Exclusive features a stylish and fresh Dutch design that perfectly fits the current bike
trends. The unique contoured belts are adjustable with one hand, and keep your baby upright, even
when they fall asleep. The Bobike Exclusive maxi is a bicycle safety seat that mounts to the
back of your bike and is suitable for children from approximately 9 months to 5 years of age,
or a maximum body weight of 22 kg.

For bikes equipped with luggage carrier
27 kg max.
VOOR DRAGERS
(E-BD) SYSTEEM

120 to 175 mm

Ø 10 to 16 mm

Frames: for round tubes.
Carriers: from 120 to 175mm wide, and 27 kg max.
VOOR FRAMES
EN DRAGERS
(1P&E-BD)

safety
Double-walled seat for extra safety.
Unique seatbelt system keeps your child in an upright position.
Body-wrapping design for extra child safety.
Safety combination lock included.
Carrier mounting system compatible with carriers
in accordance with ISO 11243.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
3-points adjustable seatbelt.
Assembly key included.

design
Easy mounting system for quick installation and
to easily place the seat on a second bike.
One System fits all option: fit your seat either
on frames or carriers (special feature for 1P&E-BD).
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

9 to 22kg

9 months to 5 years

e-bike fitting

combination lock included

nº 5 included

Ø 28 to 40 mm

80 mm
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urban
grey

new color

urban grey E-BD / 8011200022

urban grey 1P&E-BD / 8011100017

By choosing the One system fits all mounting
system, you will get all the materials necessary
to assemble the seat on the frame
or on the carrier. How convenient!
Simply safe.
denim deluxe 1P&E-BD / 8011100016
denim deluxe E-BD / 8011200021

safari chic E-BD / 8011200019
safari chic 1P&E-BD / 8011100014

product weight
EB-D - 3305 g / 7,29 lb
1P&E-BD - 5540 g / 12,21 lb
(mounting kit included)

urban black E-BD / 8011200018
urban black 1P&E-BD / 8011100013

product dimensions
760 x 370 x 350 mm

cinnamon brown E-BD / 8011200020
cinnamon brown 1P&E-BD / 8011100015

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
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exclusive edition tour
rear bicycle safety seat for frame and carrier mount
The Bobike Exclusive edition tour is the perfect seat for longer rides. If you love to go out with your
kids the tour offers an adjustable headrest. The unique contoured belts are adjustable with one
hand, and keep your baby upright, even when they fall asleep. This unique feature lets your children
enjoy longer rides in comfort. The Bobike Exclusive Tour is a bicycle safety seat that mounts to the
back of your bike and is suitable for children from approximately 9 months to 5 years of age or a
maximum body weight of 22 kg.

For bikes equipped with luggage carrier
27 kg max.
VOOR DRAGERS
(E-BD) SYSTEEM

120 to 175 mm

Ø 10 to 16 mm

Frames: for round tubes.
Carriers: from 120 to 175mm wide, and 27 kg max.
VOOR FRAMES
EN DRAGERS
(1P&E-BD)

safety
Increased head protection area – ideal for long rides.
Led Light for increased safety.
Double-walled seat for extra safety.
Unique seatbelt system keeps your childin an upright position.
Body-wrapping design for extra child safety.
Safety combination lock included.
Meets EN14344 standards.

comfort
Adjustable footrests, no tools needed.
3-points adjustable seatbelt.
Assembly key included.

design
Easy mounting system for quick installation and
to easily place the seat on a different bike.
One System fits all option: fit your seat either
on frames or carriers (special feature for 1P&E-BD).
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

9 to 22kg

9 months to 5 years

e-bike fitting

combination lock included

nº 5 included

Ø 28 to 40 mm

80 mm
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grows with
your child

10 cm/3,93”
extra comfort
for the child

urban black 1P&E-BD / 8011300021

urban black E-BD / 8011400033

urban
grey

new color

By choosing the One system fits all mounting
system, you will get all the materials necessary
to assemble the seat on the frame
or on the carrier. How convenient!
Simply safe.

denim deluxe E-BD / 8011400036
denim deluxe 1P&E-BD / 8011300024

product weight
EB-D - 4070 g / 8,97 lb
1P&E-BD - 6300 g / 13,89 lb
(mounting kit included)

urban grey 1P&E-BD / 8011300025
urban grey E-BD / 8011400037

safari chic E-BD / 8011400034
safari chic 1P&E-BD / 8011300022

product dimensions
760/860 extensible
x 370 x 350

cinnamon brown E-BD / 8011400035
cinnamon brown 1P&E-BD / 8011300023

packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.
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exclusive maxi & edition tour
accessories and spare parts
Rain Cover Maxi

Protect your Bobike safety seat against rain, snow or hail with a rain cover that fits your
Bobike maxi and edition tour seat.
Ref. 8015300048

Maxi Combination Lock

 xtra security and protection for y our Bobike seat, now available as a spare part.
E
The numeric lock option will provide additional security for your safety seat. Lenght - 65 cm.

new model

Ref. 8015300206

1P Mounting Set

For bikes without a carrier. If you want to mount a Bobike seat with EASY adjustment but
your bike does not have a carrier, or if your carrier is not compatible, the 1 Point Mounting
Set is your solution. You mount it on the saddle tube of your bike and it will fit frames with
round tubes with a diameter between Ø 28-40 mm and is suitable for 26”, 28” bikes. The 1
Point Mounting Set complies with theEN 14344 safety standards.

1P Mounting Set (Bar + Bracket)
Ref. 8015300145

1P Mounting Bar	
Ref. 8015300141

1P Mounting Bracket (tool included)
Ref. 8015300142

E-bike Luggage Carrier– EASY Mounting System (E-BD)

Bobike’s EASY mounting system ensures super quick installation and makes it a breeze
to place the seat on a second bike.The EASY mounting system fits on carriers with a
width of 120 - 175mm and was especially designed to fit both on e-bikes and regular
bicycles. The EASY mounting system complies with the EN 14344 safety standards.
Ref. 8015300053

Footrests

Replacement footrests for the Exclusive maxi and Edition tour.
Only available in black.
Ref. 8015300116

Cushion + Pin

Replacement cushion for the Exclusive edition mini. Easy to clean and waterproof and
available in colors to match your seat.
The cushion is only fastened in the back of the seat. The other hole is meant for
drainage and should remain open.
Ref. Cushion maxi 8015300074 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300153 (safari chic)
8015300154 (cinnamon brown) | 8015300155 (denim deluxe)
Ref. Cushion tour 8015300102 (urban black/urban grey) | 8015300156 (safari chic)
8015300157 (cinnamon brown)| 8015300158 (denim deluxe)
Ref. Pin 8015300114

Shoulder Pad + Soft Cover

 he unique contoured belts are adjustable with one hand and keep your baby in an
T
upright position, even when they fall asleep.
Ref. Shoulder Pad 8015300115 (black) | 8015300160 (brown)

new model

Ref. Soft Cover 8015300203 (grey) - sold as a set
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#ClassicHits

CLASSIC
Classic Hits
When you hear a classic hit playing on the radio, it
immediately takes you back to a certain point in time.
Faded memories become vivid again.
Sometimes it willeven bring back feelings or a smell.
Classics are what keep memories alive.
Every brand needs a good Classic.
Our Classic Junior has been the go-to junior
seat for many years now. No frills, just a sleek,
functional design. It offers support for children
that are old enough to sit independently
on the back of your bike but cannot
quite cover longer distances
by themselves. The lap belt
avoids them from standing up.
The seat offers a convenient
bag bracket and when not in use,
the seat folds down and can
be used as an object carrier.

#ClassicSupport

CLASSIC
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CLASSIC junior
rear bicycle safety seat for frame mount

The Bobike Classic Junior can carry up to 35 kilograms. The seat is equipped with a lap belt so
that your child cannot stand on the back of the bike. The seat also offers a convenient fold away
bag bracket to offer you some additional storage and, when the seat is closed, you can use it as a
multifunctional carrier. Suitable for children between 5 and 10 years old or with a body weight of
maximum 35kg.
The Bobike Classic Junior comes with mounting hardware for attachment to the seat tube.
This attachment fits round tubes with a diameter of 28-50mm.

VOOR FRAME

Mounting bracket for bikes without a carrier. (seatube)
For round tubes Ø28-50mm.

safety
Extra feet protection.
Wheel protection included.
The hip belt prevents children from standing up.
The footrests offer ergonomic support
The feet protection plates prevent little feet from getting
caught between the spokes.

comfort
Adjustable footrests – tools required.
Adjustable lap belt.

design
Slim & foldable design (space saver).
Classic style.
Can also be used as an object and bag carrier.
Convenient bag bracket included.
Dutch Design & Made in Europe.

maximum 35kg

5 to 10 years

nº 5 included

urban black / 8010500001
product weight
4335 g / 9,56 lb (mounting kit included)
product dimensions
320 / 70 (closed) x 250 x 380 mm
packaging
This product is sold in an individual box.

Ø 28 to 50 mm

35 mm
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CLASSIC

CLASSIC junior accessories and spare parts
Assembling Set (Block + Locking Pins)

With this mounting block, you have all the necessary parts for mounting your Classic seat on
the frame tube (Ø 28-50 mm). It also includes the seat locking pins for extra safety.
Ref. 8015300032

Assembling Set (Block)
Ref. 8015300030

Feet Protection Plate

Avoid your child from getting injured. The feet protection plates prevent little feet from getting
in between the spokes. The plates are included when you purchase a Classic Junior.
Ref. 8015300012

Cushion Bobike Classic Junior

Replacement cushion for the Classic Junior. Easy to clean and waterproof.
Ref. 8015300133

Lap BeltBobike Classic Junior

2 point replacement safety belt for the Bobike Classic Junior.
Ref. 8015300027

Standard Footrest Bobike Classic Junior
Ref. 8015300125

Universal Foldable Footrest
Ref. 8015300001

Universal Foldable Footrest
Ref. 8015300002

Universal Footrest (not foldable)
Ref. 8015300003

Universal Foldable Footrest (axle mount)
Ref. 8015300004

Universal Foldable Footrest(axle mount)
Ref. 8015300005
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helmets

#CaptureMemories

helmets
Capture Memories
Isn’t it funny how modern technology lets us long for the past?
It’s why the polaroid camera made its revival. And with Bobike’s
extensive range of helmets, you will look darn good in any photo!
Strike a pose, say cheese and capture memories!

Bobike has one mission: to help you and
your family discover the world in a healthy,
happy and most importantly, safe way.
Offer yourself and your child extra protection
with a Bobike helmet. Our wide range
of helmets will definitely offer you a helmet
that fits your Bobike seats and your style.
All our helmets are approved and meet
the CE-EN 1078 safety standard.

#SimplySafe
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helmets

bobike exclusive
plus xs & s

new model

The fancy Exclusive seat has now a high-end helmet to match the look. With an in-mold
construction, this colored matte model features an increased back safety protection, along with
safety reflective stickers in order to increase the child visibility on the road. With 17 vents to help
keep your child’s head cool. The helmet also features a bug net to keep your child safe from flying
insects. The comfortable DIAL system and the thermoformed inner paddings will increase the
fitting and the comfort for every day use.

denim deluxe XS / 8742000001
denim deluxe S / 8742100001

safari chic XS / 8742000002
safari chic S / 8742100002

cinnamon brown XS / 8742000003
cinnamon brown S / 8742100003

urban grey XS / 8742000004
urban grey S / 8742100004

size
XS- 48-53 cm / 18,89-20,86”
S- 52-56 cm / 20,47-22,04”

weight
XS- 185 g / 0,41lb
S- 205 g / 0,45lb

packaging
This product is sold
in a individual box.
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helmets

bobike one
plus xs & s

new model

Let´s spread the ONE colors around. Our Bobike ONE safety seats are available in nine colors and we
have helmets to match each and every one of them. The colorful matte helmets feature an in-mold
construction and an expanded protective area to increase safety. The adjustable dial retention system
ensures a perfect fit. The chin straps are soft and lock in a 3 point safety harness. Two rear reflective
stickers increase visibility when it gets dark out. A bug net will keep your child safe from flying insects
and 10 cooling vents keep your child’s head cool.

bahama blue XS / 8740800004
bahama blue S / 8740900004

chocolate brown XS / 8740800007
chocolate brown S / 8740900007

urban grey XS / 8740800010
urban grey S / 8740900010

olive green XS / 8740800006
olive green S / 8740900006

size
XS- 48-52 cm / 18,89-20,47”
S- 52-56 cm / 20,47-22,05”

mighty mustard XS / 8740800011
mighty mustard S / 8740900011

strawberry red XS / 8740800009
strawberry red S / 8740900009

snow white XS / 8740800008
snow white S / 8740900008

weight
XS- 210 g / 0,46lb
S- 220 g / 0,49lb

packaging
This product is sold
in a individual box.

coffee brown XS / 8740800005
coffee brown S / 8740900005

helmets

#BobikeMemories
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helmets

kids plus xs
With an in-mold construction, this model features increased back safety protection. Reflective safety
decals increase the child’s visibility on the road. The helmet is available in 3 different graphic designs
which will match your baby’s imagination. Multiple vents keep your baby cool and the integrated
bug net protects your baby from flying insects. The slim DIAL system and the thermoformed inner
paddings will increase fit and comfort.

bobike ahoy / 8742000005

bobike ballerina / 8742000007

bobike teddy bear / 8742000006

size
48-53 cm
18,89-20,86”

weight
185 g
0,41lb

packaging
This product is sold
in an individual box.

helmets

kids plus s
With an in-mold construction, this model features increased back safety protection. Reflective safety
decals increase the child’s visibility on the road. The helmet is available in 3 different graphic designs,
which will match your kid’s imagination. Multiple vents keep your kid cool, and the integrated bug
net protects your kid from flying insects. The comfortable DIAL system and the thermoformed inner
paddings will increase fit and comfort.

bobike dino / 8742100005

bobike navy stars / 8742100006

bobike pinky zebra / 8742100007

size
52-56 cm
20,47-22,04”

weight
205 g
0,45lb

packaging
This product is sold
in an individual box.
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bobike go xs
Offer your baby extra protection with a helmet that perfectly matches the GO® safety seats. The Go
Helmet, features nine vents to keep your baby’s head cool and a bug net that provides protection
against flying insects. The Easy-Lock system lets you easily adjust the helmet to the correct size and,
the reflective decals make sure your baby is visible when it is dark out.

lemon sorbet XS / 8740200040

marshmallow mint XS / 8740200042

vanilla cup cake XS / 8740200041

cotton candy pink XS / 8740200043

size
46-53 cm
18,11-20,86”

weight
230 g
0,50lb

packaging
This product is sold
in a individual box.

macaron grey XS / 8740200044
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bobike go s
Offer your child extra protection with a helmet that perfectly matches the GO® safety seats. The Go
Helmet, features ten vents to keep your child´s head cool and a bug net that provides protection against
flying insects. The Easy-Lock system lets you easily adjust the helmet to the correct size and, the
reflective decals make sure your child is visible when it is dark out.

lemon sorbet S / 8740300036

marshmallow mint S / 8740300038

vanilla cup cake S / 8740300037

cotton candy pink S / 8740300039

size
52-56 cm
20,47-22,04”

weight
235 g
0,51lb

packaging
This product is sold
in a individual box.

macaron grey S / 8740300040
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bobike city
Bobike CITY Helmet is a trendy, compact and lightweight helmet for you to easily maneuver through
the city with a lot of style. The cream and urban grey colors will match any outfit and a wide range of
city bikes styles. With a removable visor, a bug net, a chin pad protector, and thermoformed set of inner
paddings (extra set included), the Bobike CITY is another step of Bobike brand to improve the family
safety. Bobike City has 10 vents to help with the rider’s perspiration, and a back safety reflective sticker
to increase rider visibility on the road.

urban grey (M) / 8741300002
urban grey (L) / 8741300003

cream (M) / 8741300001
cream (L) / 8741300004

size
M- 55 to 58 cm / 21,65 to 22,83”
L- 56-61 cm / 22,04 to 24,01”

weight
M- 285g / 0,62 lb
L- 300g / 0,66 lb

packaging
This product is sold in a individual box.
Master box contains 23 helmets.

helmets

#SimplySafe

merchandising

pop material
Bobike bicycle display – Dutch style
Bobike has developed an original display solution for retail stores.
The display offers the opportunityto display every kind of seat from the Bobike range.
That way, you can display the different mounting systems as well as the mini seats
and their windscreens. All the spare parts are also available.

SET Dutch bicycle display
 or frame and carrier mounted seats – the set includes
F
the bicycle and the wheels. The luggage carrier is also included.
Ref. 90674

Extra set of bicycle wheels
for the display

Extra luggage carrier
for bicycle display

Ref. 8982500002

For carrier mounted seats (included in the set).
Ref. 8982400003
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Hooks
Create an appealing wall display with our specific Bobike hooks.
The hooks are suitable for slatwall and tegometall.

Hooks for Bobike
mini seats

Hooks for Bobike
maxi seats

(Sold as a single unit).

(Sold as a single unit).

Ref. 8015300112

Ref. 8015300113

Hooks 
for Euroslot

Hooks
for helmets

(15 units).

(5 units).

Ref. 8981800001

Ref. 8981800002

Bobike magnetic banner

Promotional Colors Set

Complete your Bobike wall display and allow easy
shopping, by adding this magnetic brand banner
at the top of the wall display.
Dimensions: 990 x 300 mm. Sold as a single unit.

Bobike Promotional Colors set GO
Ref. 8015300197

Ref. 8015300124

Bobike Promotional Colors set EXCLUSIVE
Ref. 8015300199

Bobike Child bottle

Bobike 2019

Ref. 8643100043

Catalogue
Ref. 8015300209 - EN
Ref. 8015300211 - NL

Bobike Promotional Colors set ONE
Ref. 8015300198

Promotional Flyer
Ref. 8015300210 - EN
Ref. 8015300212 - NL

Things we love & care about

Dune lake The Wed
The Wed in the Kennemerduinen (Haarlem,
the Netherlands) is a wonderful place to spend
a sunny day with the kids; instant holiday mood!
It is a wonderfully sheltered beach, where you
are protected from the wind. The kids can play
endlessly with water and sand, swim in the moored
lake, climb up the high dunes and then roll
back down.

Ice Cream Parlor De Hoop
Ice Cream Parlor de Hoop has been a household
name in Het Gooi (region in the central part
of the Netherlands) for more than 100 years.
The Ice cream parlor that was founded in 1898
is the place to be for delicious, price winning ice
cream, a cup of coffee, or ice cream cake. It is not
rare to see people queued in a big line outside
the shop just to get hold of one of their delicious
treats. Rumor has it De Hoop sells the best ice
cream in the Netherlands.

Tiny Rituals
The Tiny Rituals collection offers gentle caring
products for moms and babies. The products
have extra mild formulas and are rich in natural
and organic ingredients. All products are
dermatologically tested and hypoallergenic.
With their Tiny Rituals products, Rituals helps
the Tiny Miracles foundation in India to give
underprivileged children a better start in life.
Rituals donates 10% of the proceeds from
the sale of the Tiny Rituals collection to
the Tiny Miracles foundation.
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Hoeve Ravenstein
The restored monumental farmhouse Hoeve Ravenstein is located in the middle of the forest
in the Groeneveld estate. There is a farm shop with the tastiest organic delicacies and meat
from the farm’s cows. There is a terrace and a petting zoo, and you are invited to have a look
at the stables and vegetable garden. They regularly organize fun and educational activities
for the entire family.

Things we love & care about

We care
That is why we partnered with the project “Casa Fiz do Mundo - São Tomé” that supports more than 1000
children, from pre-school to 6th grade. Every two years, a container filled with food, school supplies, sewing materials, hygienic-, health- and childcare materials, among other things, is shipped to São Tomé. The
entire process is managed by volunteers. A group of 11 volunteers will go to São Tomé, at the same time the
container arrives, to unload it and to distribute the supplies. They will train pre-school teachers, elementary school teachers, provide health screenings and organize after-school recreation activities.
facebook.com/casafizdomundost

Planet Earth
We believe in a sustainable planet and in
creating lasting added value. We cannot
do this without considering the social
and environmental effects of what we do.
Which is why we recycle the majority of
our waste material. Recycled materials
can then be used to produce mudguards,
for example. All packaging that is used
inside our factories is recycled as well.

MIX

Paper from
responsible sources
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Go For Frames
(frame mount)

Go For Carriers
(carrier mount)

FOR CHILD 9-15KG
FOR CHILD 9-22KG

ONE Mini

ONE 1P & E-BD
(frame mount)

ONE E-BD
(carrier mount)

•

•

•

•

•

FOR CHILD 22-35KG
To place on the front Head
Tube (ø22-32mm)
To place on the seat tube
(ø28 -40mm)

•

•

•

To place on the seat tube
(ø28 -50mm)
To place on the carrier
(120-185mm/120-175mm)

•
(120-185mm)

Matching Windscreen
available

•
(120-175mm)

•
(120-175mm)

•

Matching Helmet available

•

•

•

•

•

Double-Walled safety

•

•

•

•

•

Increased Head Protection

•

•

Ease of assembly (1 = super
easy, 5 requires a bit of work)

2

1

2

4

3

Adjustable Foot Rests

•

•

•

•

•

Safety Back Reflector

•

•

•

•

Possibility to place the belt
in different height positions

•

•

TÜV approval

•

•

•

•

Safety Led Light

Awards

•

Awarded with
Good Industrial
Design in 2015.
Awarded with
the Gut Label by
Siftung warentest
(2,3).

Awarded with
Good Industrial
Design in 2015.
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Exclusive Edition Mini

Exclusive 1P & E-BD
(frame mount)

Exclusive E-BD
(carrier mount)

Exclusive Edition TOUR 1P & E-BD
(frame mount)

Exclusive Edition TOUR E-BD
(carrier mount)

•

•

•

•

CLASSIC Junior
(frame mount)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
(120-175mm)

•
(120-175mm)

•
(120-175mm)

•
(120-175mm)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2

4

3

4

3

5

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Best tested by the
Dutch Consumer
Organization.
Awarded Best Buy
by the Dutch Consumer Organization.
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dutch design - made in europe
loved all over the world
bobike

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belarus
Belgium
Brazil
Chile
China
Colombia
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia

France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Israel
Italy
Japan
Latvia
Lithuania
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway

Pakistan
Poland
Romania
Russia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Uruguay
USA

